
PLANEPLANE
As we reflect on a year filled with new experiences and challenges, there is a
recurring theme that stands out – GRATITUDE. As we prepare to enter into
2021, every employee here at London International Airport (LIA) is grateful

for our colleagues, partners, passengers and community.

Santa traded his reindeer for a helicopter as he
landed at the annual London Santa Clause
Parade, which was hosted this year by LIA. With
the safety of all attendees in mind, the event was
held in a drive-by format for the very first time
(which worked very well to spread cheer, and not
germs). Performers on stationary floats greeted
thousands of vehicles driving by to see Santa.

Santa Lands at
London International
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Thank you to everyone involved in making
the Santa Clause Parade a success!

Flight Path to Recovery

As we head into 2021, our commitment to keeping our
staff and passengers safe remains a priority. We
continue to work closely with local health authorities
and Transport Canada in implementing all necessary
measures. We’re grateful for our airline partners,
maintenance staff, and many other partners who have
worked with us in tandem to keep our passengers safe
as they embark on their travels.
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Our new Plane Spotting Park will be opening
soon, and is set to be an airplane fanatic’s
dream come true! It will have an unbeatable
view of Runway 15/33, where spotters will be
able to watch aircraft coming and going. We
want to thank our park sponsors Airshow
London, ITPS, Fanshawe College, and Diamond
Aircraft. We are grateful for your support; this
park would not be possible without you!

Coming Soon: 
Plane Spotting Park

It’s official! LIA has received Level 1 Certification through the
International Airport Carbon Accreditation (ACA) program.
This certification marks a milestone in our efforts to become
a more environmentally friendly airport. As we pursue the
next three certification levels of the program, we will focus
on reducing our carbon footprint by implementing best
practices in carbon management to reduce our emissions.

Next Stop: Reduced
Carbon Footprint
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We've launched an all new website! 
Be sure to check it out at flylondon.ca

A Site of
The Times
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The Commercial Flight and Aviation Leadership
program was launched at Fanshawe College
Norton Wolf School of Aviation this year. In
collaboration with Diamond Flight Centre, this
unique program is set to grow the local aviation
labour pool and equip students with the skills
they need to succeed in the aviation industry.
We're grateful for airport partners like Fanshawe
College and Diamond Flight Centre!

Fanshawe College's
New Program Takes Off

To everyone who supported us this year, we say Thank-You
and Happy Holidays from London International Airport!
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Flour Bombing Competition

Together with airport partners, we participated in a friendly
"Top Gun" flour bombing competition. Each participant had
one mission - to hit a marked target on the airfield with their
flour "bomb" from an altitude of 200 feet. Thank you
Diamond Flight Centre for facilitating this fun contest!

Check Out Some Flour Bombing Action Here


